NOW WITH ACCESSORIES

versatile style

kip collection
Make choosing simple with Dorf Kip
The task of selecting bathroom fixtures just got a whole lot easier. We’ve extended our popular
Dorf Kip tapware range with a fully coordinated selection of Kip bathroom accessories.
Introducing the Kip Collection by Dorf. Bathroom tapware and accessories that combine
streamlined design, versatility and lasting quality. What could be simpler?

a lifetime of experience
Combining the highest quality craftsmanship with advanced engineering techniques,
Dorf has built a reputation for innovative kitchen, bathroom and laundry tapware.
 Mixers have 35mm ceramic disc cartridges allowing a smoother
more streamlined movement.

 Basin mixer delivers increased water savings benefits. 6-star
WELS rating, 4.5L/min.

 Mixers designed with rub clean silicone aerators to prevent the
buildup of lime scale for easy cleaning.

 Sink mixer with practical swivel outlet. 5-star WELS rating, 6L/min.

 Mixers include flexible soft PEX hoses which provide a longer life
and are free of impurities.

 All Mixers and accessories offer 15 year warranty.
 Complementary accessory range to complete the bathroom look.

 Bath/Shower mixer available with separate body and trim kit for
early rough in.

Toilet Roll Holder | 872886C

Basin Mixer | 872881C6A

Towel Ring | 872889C

Soap Holder | 872890C

Sink Mixer | 872880C5A

Single Towel Rail | 872887C

Double Towel Rail | 872893C

Bath / Shower Mixer | 872882C

Robe Hook | 872888C

Glass Shelf | 872891C

kip collection
mixers

accessories

Basin Mixer - 872881C6A

Towel Ring - 872889C

Toilet Roll Holder - 872886C
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Sink Mixer - 872880C5A

Single Towel Rail - 872887C

Soap Holder with acrylic dish - 872890C
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Bath / Shower Mixer - 872882C

Single Robe Hook - 872888C

Double Towel Rail - 872893C
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Glass Shelf - tempered glass - 872891C
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